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Lessons of a lifetime from one of watercolor's greatest paintersAvoid problems, create better

paintings and take leaps forward in your art. Learn how from Zoltan Szabo, one of the most revered

watercolor teachers in America. Using the same ease of approach that made his workshops so

popular, this book makes watercolor painting simple, straightforward and fun.43

mini-demonstrations teach a wide range of useful watercolor techniques13 complete step-by-step

demonstrations show these techniques applied to mountains, harbors, forests, flowers and other

subjects10 rules of painting reflections offer unique help for painting water scenes that look just the

way you wantPage after page of proven approaches for painting clouds, trees, rocks, grass, snow

and moreThese are tried-and-true methods that Zoltan perfected over 65 years of painting. Now you

can put them to work in your paintings immediately!
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This is one of the best watercolor lesson books I have. It is very organized and detailed into how to

use various techniques to achieve certain outcomes. Example: Using the brush handle or using a

palette knife for scraping and also lifting out color. Not only does it show you how to do this, but it

also discusses the use of opaque vs transparent colors in relation to using these techniques to

achieve a desired effect.Here is an outline of the chapters and content:CHAPTER 1. Qualities of

TRansparent Watercolro Pigments Transparent colros, opaque Colors, Reflective colros,

Sedimentary colors, staining colors, Nonstaining colors, Dominance, PalettesCHAPTER 2THE



RULES OF REFLECTION:Ten easy to use rules that will help you paint reflections accurately,

including reflection angles, color, value, perspective, and characteristics of waves.
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